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Preface
When Buddhism was transmitted into China over two thousand years ago,3 during
the time of the Han Dynasty, Daoist ritual techniques and arts for achieving immortality
were prevalent. As Chinese Republican-period scholar Tang Yongtong pointed out:
During the Han period, other than the major rituals of worshipping
heaven, earth, mountains, and rivers, there were many other types
of sacrificial worship. Prior to the Qin Dynasty, there was already
the belief that one must perform specific Daoist ritual techniques
and arts in order evoke higher spiritual powers.4
Under the reign of Emperor Wu of Han, all other philosophies and schools of
thought were condemned and only Confucianism was upheld. The interactions between
heaven and humans was the emphasis in the rule of the nation, and Confucianism
gradually started to flourish. During this time when Buddhism was starting to disseminate
into China, Confucianism and Daoist ritual techniques including the arts for achieving
immortality were ascendant.
Prince of Chu, Liu Ying (?-71 CE), half-brother of Emperor Ming of Eastern
Han (28–75 CE), “recited the sublime words of Daoism, but also visited the temple of
Buddha.”5 He associated with alchemists, made golden tortoises and jade cranes, and
inscribed words as talismans.6 For example, sacrificial worship had to be in accordance
with Daoist ritual technique and art, and likewise Buddhism, newly introduced to China,
was considered to possess such techniques.
Since the Western and Eastern Han Dynasties, Buddhism gradually integrated
into Chinese culture. For example, it took on Indian characteristics, then Central Asian
characteristics, and finally Chinese characteristics. Buddhism gradually localized
into Chinese culture throughout every phase. From “Alchemical” Buddhism to Geyi
Buddhism, Exegetical Buddhism, Applied Buddhism, Ritual-Oriented Buddhism in the
Republican era, and today’s Humanistic Buddhism, Chinese Buddhism had to keep up
with the times in each of these eras. History shows us that after Buddhism’s introduction
to China, Humanistic Buddhism is not only a mainstream movement in Greater China
today, but it is also a major project in the adaption of Buddhism in contemporary society.
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1. The First Half-Millennium After Buddhism was Introduced to China: When in
Rome, Do as the Romans Do
Buddhism was introduced into China during the Eastern and Western Han
Dynasties, specifically between the Eastern Han Dynasty (20–220 CE) to the Eastern Jin
Dynasty (317–420 CE), spanning through the periods of the Three Kingdoms, Western
Jin Dynasty, and Sixteen Kingdoms. This period was the second half-millennium after the
Buddha’s nirvāṇa and the first since Buddhism was introduced into China. The historical
facts concerning Buddhism gradually become more detailed during the period of the
Emperors Huan and Ling of the late Eastern Han Dynasty (147–189 CE). It was during
this period that sūtra translation blossomed and expressions of the Dharma gradually
flourished.7 Entering into the Three Kingdoms Period, the most important event during
this period was the introduction of the Vinaya with Dharmakāla’s translation of the
Essence of Mahasanghika Precepts.8 According to the Historical Record of the Triple
Gem Throughout the Ages:9
At that time, even though there was Dharma within the Wei
borders, its practice was corrupt and in decline. There were
monastics who did not uphold the precepts, but instead stopped
shaving their heads as to distinguish themselves. They practiced
abstinence and repentances, yet they also attended ritual sacrifices
at ancestral temples. With the arrival of Dharmakāla, the practice
of the Dharma was greatly increased. Monastics requested the
translation of the Vinaya. Dharmakāla felt that the Vinaya was
arranged methodically, its words many and its meaning broad, yet
it would certainly not be accepted given that Buddhism had not yet
flourished. He translated the Prātimokṣa in one fascicle, for daily
use, at the White Horse Temple during the Jiaping reign. This
marked the beginning of the rules of the precepts in China.10, 11
During this period, there was no knowledge that taking the precepts was required
when becoming a monastic, it was simply regarded that shaving the head was a unique
custom, and that vegetarianism and repentance practice was no different from ritual
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temple sacrifices.
Before the Three Kingdoms period, the sūtras and vinaya were not readily available,
there were significant obstacles to propagating Buddhism. For instance, the Han emperors
had a policy of adhering to Confucianism, divination, and techniques for achieving
immortality. Under these circumstances, at the intersection between the end of the Han
Dynasty and Three Kingdoms period, Mouzi sought to clarify and integrate Confucianism
and Daoism, and thus studied Buddhism through the ideology of Daoist immortality and
authored the Li Huo Lun.12 Historical records state that:
Because it was troubled times, Mouzi, a Confucian scholar from
Cangwu, did not aspire towards an official position but instead
firmly determined to practice Buddhism. As there are many ills in
the world, he authored the Li Huo Lun as an admonition. In it, it
is said that the Buddha is awakened, and is as sagely as the Three
Sovereign Deities and Five Emperors.13, 14
A Chronicle of Buddhism in China also praised Mouzi:
While Buddhist practices were yet to become popular, Mouzi was
able to theorize while quoting from Daoism to compare and judge
their relative strengths and weaknesses. He did this in order to
dispel the doubts of people and as a defense against insults from
others.15, 16
In representing Buddhism, Mouzi faced many challenging questions from
Confucianists and Daoists. Using the format of an exchange of questions and answers,
Mouzi cited Confucian and Daoist doctrines, while simultaneously propagating Buddhist
principles and encompassing other doctrines. This can be seen from this quotation from
the Li Huo Lun:
Confucius did not regard the Five Classics as complete,
subsequently authoring the Annals of Spring and Autumn17 and
also the Classic of Filial Piety18 with the hopes that morals may
be elucidated and human hearts may be made just. There may be
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many sūtras, but they all have the same purpose.19, 20
This is evident in the process culminating in the harmonious blending of the three
religions, which had already been initiated during the period of the Three Kingdoms. For
example, the mutual borrowing of notions such as the Buddhist concepts of compassion
and selflessness with Confucian ethics making apparent the humanistic nature of
Buddhism during this period. We can see the same in the questions and answers below:
Question: [If] Buddhist practice is supreme and the greatest, why
did the Emperors Yao and Shun, the Duke of Zhou and Confucius
not practice it? There is also no mention of it in the Seven Classics.
Since you indulge in Confucian classics and taking pleasure
in rites and music, why is it you also take a liking to Buddhist
practice? I personally would not make the same choice.21, 22
Mouzi’s answer:The classics are not necessarily the words of
Confucius, nor do prescriptions have to be from Bian Que. What
is in accordance with righteousness is to be followed; what heals
illnesses is virtuous. A person of virtues broadly gathers the
myriad virtues to improve himself.23, 24
The Dharma is akin to the sagely words of Confucius, like medicine for illnesses—
as long as it is a good prescription, it can benefit the world. We see that Buddhism, which
is in keeping with the times, localized to its region, and can be described as a saying
common in the West: “When in Rome, do as the Romans do.” It was able to gradually
grow within this context.
Entering into the period of the Western Jin Dynasty, there was a continuous flow
of sūtra translations, and the practice of Geyi—citing Confucian and Daoist doctrines to
introduce Buddhist ones—did not ebb. Buddhism in the Western Jin Dynasty was still
in a phase of translations. Although there were some commentaries made on the sūtras,
Buddhist thought was still in its initial stage. Other trends from the Three Kingdom period
continued; for example, Daoist philosophy continued its development, unrestrictive light
intellectual conversation was still popular, as was simple and plain living.
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Buddhism gradually flourished with the popular understanding of its prajñā and
emptiness teachings being interchangeable with Lao-Zhuang (Daoist) concept of “nonbeing.” From the time of the Western to the Eastern Jin dynasties, Buddhist philosophy
was centered upon prajna and emptiness, and borrowed from Lao-Zhuang philosophy
to explain Buddhism—his being “Geyi Buddhism”25—and thrived as a result. It was
recorded that:
Throughout the Wei and Jin dynasties there were increasingly
more sūtras and treatises, but most by Zhi Qian and Zhu Shulan
stagnated as Geyi propagated.26
By the time of the Wei and Jin dynasties, although there were many translations of
sūtras and treatises, their quality was not ideal, and there were further problems similar
to that of Geyi.
During the Jin Dynasty, Zhu Faya (circa late third century CE) and Kang Falang
(circa late third to mid-fourth century CE) were the representative figures of Geyi
Buddhism. According to the Biography of Eminent Monks:27
Consequently, Zhu Faya, with Kang Falang and others, correlated
the numerations of items (shishu 事數) in the sūtras with nonBuddhist writings as instances of lively explication; this was
called “categorizing concepts” (Geyi). Thereupon, Vibhu,
Xiangtan, and others also debated over the categorized concepts
in order to instruct their disciples.28, 29
Thus, making apparent that Geyi Buddhism was still the primary method of
propagating Buddhism in China up till the Eastern Jin Dynasty, this only changed with
Venerable Dao’an (312–385 CE). He believed that “the earlier [practice of] Geyi often
contravenes logic,”30, 31 and strived to remove the practice of Geyi, so that later generations
praised him thus: “[He] marked ‘emptiness’ as a profound concept, and condemned Geyi
into the pages of history.”32, 33 Chinese Buddhism took a step forward when it ended Geyi
Buddhism.
During the Later Qin Dynasty, Emperor Yao Xing (366–416 CE) invited Kumārajīva
to take residence in the Ximing Pavilion at Chang’an to translate sūtras. Historical records
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stated that:
Kumārajīva’s knowledge is immense with deep insight and
profound opinions on intricacies. He traveled throughout China
and is very familiar with various dialects. He also regretted
that the translations by Zhiqian and Zhu Shulan (支謙 、竺叔
蘭) were fitted to past material and far from ideal. Hence, he
revisited the Sanskrit original and translated them again. As such,
the old and new versions differ in wording but are semantically
equivalent.”34, 35
Kumārajīva replaced Geyi Buddhism and re-translated the Buddhist sūtras from
Sanskrit originals, and thus Chinese Buddhism gradually entered its exegetical phase.
2. The Second Half-Millennium after Buddhism’s Introduction to China: Bringing
Benefit and Joy to Sentient Beings
The second half-millennium of Buddhism’s introduction into China started with the
Northern and Southern dynasties and ended with the Tang and Five Dynasties (978 CE).
Although the Eastern Jin Dynasty defeated the former Qin Emperor Fu Jian in the Battle
of Fei River (383 CE), it led to revolts and uprisings until Liu Yu (363–422 CE) seized
the crown from the Jin Dynasty in 420 CE. Liu Yu then ascended the throne at Jiankang
as Emperor Wu, and named his dynasty Song (i.e. Liu Song, not to be confused with the
Song Dynasty of 960–1279 CE). With the collapse of the Eastern Jin Dynasty, the period
of rivalries between Northern and Southern dynasties began, and subsequently led to the
golden age of theocracy during the Sui and Tang dynasties.
The Indian monk Samgharadaci (circa 420 CE) who came to China during the Liu
Song Dynasty of the Northern and Southern dynasties period, was described as: “Begging
for alms everywhere; feasting under the trees; cultivating simplicity and quietude; and
uninvolved in current affairs.”36, 37 Indian monks who newly arrived in China to engage in
translating sūtras and Dharma propagation had understandably kept the Indian “tradition”
of going on alms rounds and staying alone in the forested mountains. This too influenced
Chinese monks, with some following their example. For instance, Shi Pukuang (548–620
CE) of the Tang Dynasty during the Wude period:
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Lived in the mountains feeding on cypress for fifteen years,
reciting sūtras continuously day and night; upon entering full
ordination he practiced dhūta. He resided in the forest and
graveyards for more than two decades.38, 39
Both Samghadaraci and Shi Pukuang retained the Indian alms round tradition,
and even “stayed alone in the forests,” “resided amongst forests and graves,” to distance
themselves from crowds and practice austerities.
However, Buddhism did not stop progression with the idea of “when in Rome, do
as the Romans do;” its humanistic undertaking of bringing benefit and joy to sentient
beings was fully implemented by the Eastern Jin period. One such example is Later
Zhao Kingdom’s founder Shi Le (274–333 CE) sending his children to be educated in
monasteries after he was persuaded by Fotudeng (231–348 CE), as evidenced in historical
records: “Henceforth, many sons of [Shi] Le were raised in [Fotu]deng’s monasteries.”40, 41
Another case would be that of Tanyi’s (324–429 CE) giving rice to the needy: “After
realizing thus, [he] donated fifty thousand liters of rice [to Tanyi], who accepted and
subsequently distributed it.”42, 43 Yet another example would be that of Zhu Fakuang (327–
402 CE), who upon arriving in China faced the following situation:
At that time, the East [China] had frequent outbreaks of epidemics
and illnesses, and as [Zhu Fa]kuang practiced compassion since
his youth and was adept at mantras, he subsequently traveled to
villages to rescue those in danger and distress. As he left the region
and stopped by Changyuan Temple, many of the ill obtained relief
due to his prayers.44, 45
Other than travelling to villages to cure the sick, Zhu Fakuang also set up shelters
for the needy in order to provide emergency relief. In other words, in the time between
Buddhism’s introduction into China and the Western Jin Dynasty, it had significant
achievements in its undertakings of charity, education, and medical care.
Although persecution of Buddhism occurred twice during the Northern Dynasties—
by Emperor Taiwu of Northern Wei (445–451 CE) and Emperor Wu of Northern Zhou
(574–578 CE)—both were triggered by the corruption of the Buddhist orders and the
country’s financial challenges at the time. In the sixth year of Jiande’s reign (577 CE)—
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also the third year of Northern Zhou’s persecution of Buddhism—Northern Qi was
eradicated, and Emperor Wu extended the policy of persecuting Buddhism to the newly
occupied land. At that time, Emperor Wu gathered more than 500 heads of the Buddhist
orders to explain the reasons for abolishing Buddhism, to which only Huiyuan strongly
opposed thus:
[Huiyuan:] “Today Your Majesty on your imperial powers is
personally persecuting Buddhism—this makes you a person of
wrong views. The Avīci Hell does not distinguish between royalty
and commoners, so why is Your Majesty not afraid?”
The Emperor turned red with anger, and replied while staring at
Huiyuan: “As long as the people obtain happiness, I would not
reject the sufferings of hell.”
Huiyuan replied: “Your Majesty presently plants the seeds of
suffering by transforming people using false teachings, and
they will too join Your Majesty in Avīci, so how can there any
happiness for them?”
The Emperor remained quiet without responding.46, 47
Despite Venerable Huiyuan’s best efforts, Emperor Wu of Northern Zhou did not
change his mind about persecuting Buddhism. The two persecutions of Buddhism during
the Northern Dynasties—especially that undertaken by Emperor Wu of Northern Zhou—
had a severe impact on Buddhism; Buddhism in Northern China was nearly exterminated,
most monastics disrobed, while others retreated into the mountains, died of anguish or
escaped to the south, thus bringing Chinese Buddhism into another transformative phase.
In the seventh year of the Jiande reign (578 CE), Emperor Wu passed away, and
with this, the throne succeeded to Emperor Xuan. This marked the beginning of a new
period of hope for Buddhism’s revival. Ren Daolin (circa 580 CE) presented a memorial
to the Emperor, seeking permission for Buddhism’s revival stating:
On hearing of capital punishment, one feels the reality of hell;
what need is there to mention the niraka (Sanskrit for hell).
Regarding the people as one’s children can be said to be great
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compassion. Believing that all in the four seas are family is
equivalent to unifying the Dharma realm. Ruling with moral
principles is no different from saving all beings. Giving peace
and happiness to the people does not differ from removing the
suffering of others.48, 49
This quotation already fully explains the concern Buddhism has for compassionately
helping mankind; its humanistic nature of giving joy to sentient beings is evidently
manifest. Wang Mingguang, who was previously a monastic, even petitioned against Wei
Yuansong thus:
Śākyamuni Buddha’s teachings protects and prospers the Three
Thousandfold World System; it does not face obstacles going
forward and is not surpassed looking into the past; it is able to
subdue non-Buddhist religious leaders and the hosts of devils.
Without using a single soldier or a blade, five-colored rays
illuminate everywhere and extinguish all suffering; the four
unhindered powers of understanding pour forth and forgiveness
brings stability and happiness to all.50, 51
Buddhism is a good prescription that can help mankind—its humanistic value being
its ability to stabilize countries and its people—thus Buddhism gradually revived from the
first year of the Dacheng reign (579 CE).
From the Eastern Jin Dynasty, China was politically fragmented for more than 260
years. It was not until the Sui Dynasty—before the Southern and Northern dynasties were
unified into a great single empire—that together in leaps and bounds that development
in culture and Buddhism entered a period of major transformation. After the abolition
of Buddhism during the Northern Zhou Dynasty, the revival of Buddhism did not take
place until the Sui Dynasty. While Buddhism unified during the Northern and Southern
dynasties, this unification also shaped how Buddhism disseminated into China, taking a
direction that can be called uniquely Chinese. Translation, interpretation, and research all
bore great achievements, and various independent schools were formed.
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On the 13th day of the 6th month of the first year of the Renshou reign of the Sui
Dynasty (601 CE), being the birthday of Emperor Wen, he ordered the building of pagodas
across all thirty states throughout the country and issued an imperial edict stating:
Solely relying on [the Buddha] who is perfectly awakened, with
great loving kindness and great compassion, who rescues sentient
beings and ferries the masses across the ford [of suffering], I the
Emperor take refuge in the Triple Gem and revive the sacred
teachings. My thoughts are that all commoners within the four
seas give rise to the aspiration to attain enlightenment (bodhi),
and to collectively cultivate the virtuous actions; causing the
present and future generations to always give rise to virtuous
causes and together attain the wonderful fruits [of practice].52, 53
Like earlier regimes, Emperor Wen of Sui also hoped that Buddhism would be the
rule of law for the country; however, he was not merely protecting Buddhism, but was
going beyond, and was in fact replacing Confucian political philosophy.
In order to popularize the Buddhist spirit of giving, Emperor Wen issued an edict
that in building pagodas, “Donations are limited to ten copper coins.”54, 55 As this was
affordable to the masses, all were encouraged to participate, and hence the propagation
of Buddhism throughout the country was likewise encouraged. Chinese Buddhism soon
became a popular religion and was widely accepted.
After Emperor Wen of Sui overthrew the Zhou Dynasty, he directed his attention to
the former dynasty’s “severe and harsh punishments and governance, [causing] people’s
minds to be under duress and terrified.” Instead, the emperor calmed their minds with
the tolerant spirit of Buddhism and greatly revived Buddhism. The attempts in the early
Sui Dynasty to establish a strong foundation were hampered by lack of monastic talents
and subsequently led to the abolition of Buddhism during the Northern Zhou Dynasty. In
particular, the newly built capital of Daxing was short of eminent monks to serve as heads
of affairs, and therefore many monastics were invited from other areas, an example being
the “Six Most Virtuous Ones.” Historical records state that “The Six Most Virtuous Ones
and eminent monks from within the four seas were summoned, so there was a constant
gathering of over three hundred people to offer the four necessities.”56 Furthermore,
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Emperor Wen of Sui received the bodhisattva precepts at the Great Xingshan Temple in
order to promote the compassionate spirit of Buddhism. The emperor granted amnesties
and reprieves to the entire country: “Freeing all prisoners with minor convictions—about
twenty-four thousand nine hundred people. He also commuted the sentence for those
awaiting the death penalty—about three thousand seven hundred people.”57, 58
Chan Master Xinxing (540–594 CE) of Sui Dynasty’s School of the Three Stages
(School of the Universal Dharma) believed that “investigating the teachings in keeping
with the times, by inspecting the people through their illnesses”59, 60 was needed during the
“Age of Declining Dharma,” and so promoted the Dharma, which was in accordance with
the principles of heaven and popular sentiment. Master Xinxing proposed that everyone
was a Buddha, that people should practice prostrations, and should strive to the promotion
of giving—for instance, discarding the body in the forest after death is said to be the
giving of the body. By advocating that everyone had Buddha nature, Master Xinxing
was opposing the “Samādhi of Recollecting the Buddha” as advocated by the Pure Land
School and instead promoted that only the name of Kṣitigarbha Bodhisattva should be
chanted. In addition, Master Xinxing promoted that the wealth of the monasteries should
be used to help those in need through the “Inexhaustible Treasury.” 61
However, during the “Age of Declining Dharma in an evil world of the five
turbidities,” the School of the Three Stages held the view that the world at present was
evil. It preached principles of Universal Dharma, Universal Buddha, and a “pantheistic”
Buddhism, which is Universally True and Universally Orthodox. The School also attacked
other Buddhist schools, and was incompatible with the country’s governmental policies at
the time. This led to a ban of its publications by Empress Wu (624–705 CE) of the Tang
Dynasty. Emperor Xuanzong of Tang’s first year of Kaiyun (713 CE) saw the abolishment
of the “Inexhaustible Treasury”, cutting off the School for the Three Stages’ economic
foundation.62 Despite this, during the second half-millenium of Buddhism’s introduction
to China, practical Buddhism began to be universally applied through large-scale sūtra
translations and the progressive maturation of the Buddhist teachings.
The Tang Dynasty was the golden epoch of Chinese Buddhism; its humanistic
aspect can be seen primarily in its social and emergency relief undertakings. In terms of
social endeavors, the shelters built for the needy and infirmaries were most representative.
One of the significant figures at the time was Chan Master Hongfang, of which historical
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records show:
“[Hong]fang chose an empty plot of land in a district of the city
of Shanzhou to build Longguang Monastery. The project included
an infirmary to provide long-term support for hundreds of people.
The monastery was exquisite and attracted crowds of visitors,
regardless of how far or wide they came, whether monastic or
lay.”63, 64
At the beginning of the Tang Dynasty, Master Hongfang established infirmaries
that were funded by the donations obtained from alms-begging. This Buddhist concept
of shelters for the needy was later replicated during the time of Empress Wu—the state
established shelters for the needy and infirmaries within monasteries and had monastics
run them.65 Venerable Jianzhen (687–763 CE), who travelled to Japan to propagate the
Dharma, also:
Saw the establishment of great equal assemblies: setting up
shelters to provide emergency relief to the poor and sick, and
initiated the field of merit of the revered to provide offerings to
the Triple Gem.66, 67
Even during the time of Emperor Wuzong of Tang’s persecution of Buddhism in the
first year of Huichang (841 CE), it is reported that:
As there are no longer any monastics, with regards to the
shelters, for the needy and the infirmaries in the two capitals,68
then ten qing69 of land are to be given to the monasteries, and
in the provinces seven qing—the purpose of which is to seek
longevity.70, 71
Buddhism’s social undertakings of shelters for the needy and the infirmaries
continued without obstruction.
Therefore, it is evident that Buddhism during the Tang Dynasty brought benefit
and joy to sentient beings, provided happiness, and relieved suffering. Its engagement in
charitable undertakings demonstrated its timeliness and humanistic nature.
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During the Later Tang, rebellions erupted due to political corruption. The “Huang
Chao Rebellion” (874–884 CE) was a popular uprising led by the salt smuggler Huang
Chao during the time of Emperor Xizong of Tang. Recently, scholars found that the Huang
Chao Rebellion was the largest of the popular uprisings during the Later Tang Dynasty.
This particular insurrection covered half of the empire’s territory and lasted ten years.
The end result was eight million deaths and the severe decline of the power of the Later
Tang’s court.
The Huang Chao Rebellion destroyed the economy of the region of Jiangnan and
caused the total economic collapse of the Tang Dynasty, leading to a nationwide separation
of the buffer states and eventually ending with the military leader Zhu Quanzhong (Zhu
Wen, 852–912 CE) controlling the Tang court. He forced Emperor Zhaozong of the
Tang Dynasty to relocate the capital to Luoyang (898 CE) and forced Emperor Ai of
Tang to cede the crown to him (907 CE), thus marking the end of the Tang Dynasty,
which had reigned for two hundred eighty-nine years. Zhu Quanzhong established the
Liang Dynasty, which later came to be known as the Later Liang, and with that China
entered the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms Period. During this period: “Though the
various countries occupied different territories, they all revered Buddhism, built temples
and fostered monastics—this is especially true in the Fujian region.”72, 73 Even though
the country was divided again, the reverence for Buddhism and the propagation of the
Dharma continued.
At the end of the second five-hundred-year period after Buddhism’s introduction
into China, the last of the “Three Wu One Zong” persecutions came to pass.74 In February
of the second year of the Xiande reign (955 CE), Emperor Shizong of Later Zhou (912–
958 CE) vigorously reformed Buddhism, citing the reasons that monastics spending was
excessive, and they negatively affected the country’s tax revenues and impacted military
conscription. His edict reads:
The pure lineage of the Śākya clan (i.e. the Buddha) is the
profound practice of the sages which aids the world and exhorts
the good—it brings great benefits. Since past dynasties, there
was a system which in recent years has declined, leaving its
rules and standards in disarray. Lately while reading the petitions
from provincial officials, there has been a continuous occurrence
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of monastics breaking the law, not having taken the precepts,
even breaking the precepts after having taken them, ordaining
monastics without permission, [leading to an] increasing number
of disorderly [elements in the Buddhist order], who build too
many monasteries amongst the villages—these ills worsen day
by day. Those who slip through the cracks of the law or desert
the army only have to shave their heads to escape punishment.
Others who engaged in lawlessness or robbery hide their evil acts
relying upon the abbots of monasteries. In order for the teachings
to prosper, the good and bad have to be distinguished, and the old
laws should be reinstated to remove the earlier ills.75, 76
At the same time, the Emperor decreed that:
Precept altars are only allowed to be set up in the two capitals,
Damingfu (Weizhou), Jingzhaofu (Chang’an) and Qingzhou and
both monastics and laity are barred from practices such as giving
up one’s life, breaking limbs, burning their fingers as [a form of]
incense, or wearing restrictors, [in case they] create confusion
about social customs. 77, 78
All this was to correct the unhealthy trends and poor practices Buddhism was
trending towards during that era—the aim was to return its focus back to a humanistic
heart.
Buddhism flourished during the Tang Dynasty, but also developed shortcomings
and many controversies, thus Emperor Shizong of Later Zhou decreed:
Combine and reduce the number of monasteries without permits,
which came to a total of some three thousand institutions. By
imperial order, a supervisory [unit] for the minting of coins
was established in the 9th month [of 955 CE], other than [that
belonging to] provincial officials, ritual instruments, weaponry,
and the likes of monasterial and temple bells, all other bronze
ware and Buddha statues found amongst the people are to be
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handed over to officials.79, 80
Emperor Shizong went on to tell his court officials that:
The Buddhists regard the body and [outer] world as delusion,
and instead prioritize benefiting people. As long as it benefits the
world, one can even cut [up one’s body] for giving away; what
more, if these bronze statues could be [given to] me, it could be
used to help the people. It is thus not a pity.81, 82
Here we can see that Emperor Shizong was versed in the Dharma, and even knew its
original intent of helping the world and benefiting people. However, Buddhism’s control
of society and the economy led to the emptying of the treasury. This occasion of melting
Buddha [statues] to mint coins was the last of the “Three Wu, One Zong” persecutions of
Buddhism.
Rival kingdoms of Later Zhou, like Wuyue, Southern Tang and Min, were where
Buddhism was most popular. King Yi Qian Hongchu (929–988 CE) emulated King Aśoka
in building eighty-four thousand bronze pagodas. A Chronicle of Buddhism in China
records that:
King Zhongyi (Qian Hongchu) is by nature honest and kind. In
his early years he came to respect the Buddha, and built eightyfour thousand pagodas in emulation of King Aśoka.83, 84
In contrast with Emperor Shizong of Later Zhou who persecuted Buddhism, King Yi
spared no efforts in building pagodas and monasteries—many of the hundreds of pagodas
found today in the vicinity of West Lake in Hangzhou were built during this period.
King Zhongyi of the Min Kingdom (personal name Wang Shenzhi) (862–925 CE)
and King Zhongyi of the Wuyue Kingdom (personal name Qian Hongchu) were two
kings who supported Buddhism during the Five Dynasties. Wang Shenzhi was close to
accepting the teachings from Xuefeng Yicun (822–908 CE) and Xuansha Shibei (835–908
CE). This would have strongly influenced the Min Kingdom in becoming a Buddhist state.
The Famen Chugui records: “The leader of the Min Kingdom Wang Shenzhi externally
protected Buddhism with monastics numbering more than seven hundred; the sect of
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Shitou [Xiqian] subsequently flourished.”85, 86
In general, Buddhism continued to prosper during the Five Dynasties and Ten
Kingdoms period, which is commonly regarded as the end of an era in Chinese history.
The subsequent period came to be known as the early modern period.
3. The Third Half-Millennium after Buddhism was Introduced to China: The Decline
of Social Education
Starting from the middle Tang period, the philosophy that there was a “fundamental
congruence” of the meditative (Chan) and doctrinal (Jiao) approaches gradually
emerged—a trend which was even more pronounced by the Song Dynasty with the Chan
integrating the teachings of other schools. For example, Yongming Yanshou, who at the
intersection of the Five Dynasties and Early Tang proposed the idea of “fundamental
congruence” and popularized Tiantai meditation, Huayan meditation, and meditation by
chanting the name of the Buddha—the last being the most popular. The revival of the
Tiantai School then evolved into the mountain school/non-mountain school debate—an
important event for Chinese Buddhism in the tenth-eleventh centuries CE.
Buddhism in the Song Dynasty gradually developed into a three-in-one religion. The
distance between the scholastic bureaucracy and Buddhism widened. The leadership was
unfamiliar with Buddhism and the monastics distanced themselves from social changes.
During this time, there was popular belief in a type of vague “Daoist Buddhism.”87
During the Song Dynasty, traffic between the western regions and India was opened.
Many Buddhist monks brought Sanskrit scriptures to China following Emperor Taizu’s
edict in his sixth year (975 CE) was issued.88 In the sixth year of his reign (1003 CE),
Emperor Zhenzong was even more stringent in the selection of monks entering India. The
translation of Buddhist texts officially began in the seventh year of the Taiping Xingguo
Era of Emperor Taizu in the Song Dynasty (982 CE). Taiping Xingguo Temple established
the Institute for the Translation of sūtras for Chinese translation. At that time, those who
successively entered China included Indian monastics such as Tianxizai (Faxian), Fatian,
and Shihu (Sanskrit Dānapāla). This marked the revival of sūtra translation, which had
been interrupted for two centuries since the time of Emperor Dezong of Tang.89 However,
since the Chinese translations of key sūtras was nearly completed before the Tang Dynasty,
the translation effort during the Song Dynasty was of minor historical importance.
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An inexhaustible treasury of Buddhist social undertakings in the Tang Dynasty
were referred to as “The Treasury of Longevity”90 and became business enterprises
purely for profit. This situation continued until the Yuan Dynasty. During the end of the
Song Dynasty and the beginning of the Yuan Dynasty, Venerable Zhimei utilized temple
reconstruction and sūtra copying to:
Purchase more than 500 mu of fertile fields in order to enrich
the alms bowl (i.e. make the monastery wealthy); establishing the
“Treasury of Longevity” to collect monthly interest [payments],
and, offering prayers for the longevity and good health of the king
or emperor and burning incense on people’s behalf.91,92
The Song Dynasty saw the development of merit cloisters. These cloisters were
built next to the graves of nobles and were built to accumulate merit. The monastics
within became the tomb-keepers for these privately-owned monasteries. This practice
was controversial and its proliferation was viewed as a worsening situation, as evidenced
by this court official’s report in March of the tenth year of Emperor Lizong of Song’s
Chunyou reign (1250 CE):
The country bequeaths elites, those with significant contributions,
ministers, and nobilities generously, listening to their narration
begging for a permit to build a monastery to attend to their
[family] tombs, so that they may build houses and purchase land,
wishing to use these resources as a sacrifice to their ancestors;
and so this permit is given to them. Therefore, an edict was issued
during the Daguan reign disallowing nobilities and ministers to
designate monasteries with permits as a replacement for merit
cloisters to attend to their [family] tombs.
By the time of the Shaoxing reign, the injunction of disallowing nobilities and
ministers to designate monasteries with permits as a replacement for merit cloisters was
written into law:
“[For] all ministers with significant contributions and nobility
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who own merit cloisters, [the court will] stop at bestowing a
permit and relinquishing taxation, [allowing] the appointment of
monastics, but from here on not give them [existing] monasteries
with permits given by the country.” [However,] In recent years,
once the gentry become officials, they begin to eye famous
monasteries for their own selfish gain and convert them into their
merit cloisters in order to seize monasterial property, as if they were
building a manor [of their own]. The actions of these juniors [of
mine] are indecent, ugly and bad—often accepting the monetary
bribes of mediocre and incapable monastics and appointing them
as abbots. [In turn, these abbots] take the monasteries’ rice, salt,
firewood and charcoal and give them to the family of the gentry
—supporting one’s family using [the resources of] a monastery
is action which badly shames one’s ancestors. Moreover, there
are many locations where officials reside; if each officials’ family
seize several monasteries, then there would be few of the famous
monasteries which have been given permits by the court left.93, 94
Initially, it was only noble families that created merit cloisters, but the practice was
to later to become more common with other strata of society participating in this practice.
Even though this practice was banned during the Shaoxing period (1131–1162 CE), the
forceful possession of monasterial property on the pretense of creating merit cloisters
continued. This was evident in under-qualified monastics being bribed to become abbots
of merit cloisters. It was a deplorable situation for Buddhism to find itself in.
The Song Dynasty classified Buddhist monasteries into three types, namely
Jiao (lit. teaching), Lü (Vinaya), and Chan (meditation), and through the institution of
public monasteries (i.e. the privatization of the abbots’ Dharma lineage) they came to
be distinguished from the hereditary ones.95 After the Song Dynasty, monasteries were
divided into hereditary, public, and imperial. The abbotship for the hereditary monasteries
was held by a succession of lineage disciples; whereas public monasteries respectfully
invited capable leaders from the Saṃgha community to become their abbots, for imperial
monasteries, abbots were appointed by the imperial court.96 The Record of the Lineage of
Putuo Patriarchs states that:
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From the Song to Ming [dynasties], the Chan school rose in
response to the times—Zhenxie [Qingliao] first taught it, while
Zufang [Daolian] developed it. Shortly after, a sea change
occurred—hereditary monasteries became the norm and the drum
of the Dharma was not sounded for more than a hundred years.97, 98
During the two Song dynasties, the gradual syncretism of Confucianism, Daoism,
and Buddhism, and the monastic economy, took a utilitarian route with the hereditary
monasteries with its disciple-based (instead of the meritocracy-based succession tradition)
leading to the rapid decline of Buddhism. The Yuan court embraced Lamaism, resulting
in the Lamas being lavished with power as a privileged social class. Indeed, some of
them did as they pleased and freely committed evil deeds, causing severe damage to the
economy of the Yuan Dynasty—so much so that a saying was coined: “Half of the wealth
of the nation went to western barbarians.”99 There was a perception that the excesses
committed by Lama monasteries posed much danger to society. It was seen that Lamaism
was accorded a special treatment by the Yuan court, and that the final demise of the Yuan
Dynasty was linked with the Yuan indiscriminate support of Lamaism and its excesses.
During the Ming Dynasty, Hongwu Emperor Zhu Yuanzhang issued the Placard
Elucidating Buddhism100 in the twenty-fourth year of the Hongwu reign (1391 CE), stating:
Many of the country’s monastics are mixing with the laity these
days, and some are even inferior to them. Since the monastics
represent the teachings, and yet are corrupt in their practice of it—
such matters should be clarified in order to realize the teaching’s
original [intentions]. With the passing of this law, the Chan will
only be Chan, the Jiang (lecturing) will only be Jiang and the
Esoterics will only be Esoterics; each sect will be self-inclusive
and form their own monasteries.101, 102
This led to the practices of solitude and retreat of the Yogācāra monastics prospering
(ritual, spiritual responses) and:
Once the law of the ‘Placard Elucidating Buddhism’ was passed,
those who possess the abilities [exercised] patience [by] not
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living in cities and marketplaces, not involving [themselves] in
current and secular affairs, retreating deep into the tall mountains
[engaging in] slash-and-burn agriculture, being accompanied
only by their shadows against the flame, reveling in emptiness,
[and staying] alone in the forests and springs.103, 104
4. The Fourth Half-Millennium after Buddhism was Introduced to China: From
Ritual-Orientation to Humanistic
As Zhanran Yuancheng (1561–1626 CE) of the late Ming Dynasty said:
The Hongwu Emperor split the Chan and Yogācāra apart. A
Chan monastic was defined by way of precepts, while a Yogācāra
monastic was defined by receiving an official certificate. Since the
time of the Jiajing Emperor, fifty years passed since an ordination
platform was available. Thus Chan monastics were vagrant
without proof of their ordination, and were scattered throughout
the land. This led to a situation akin to: “Jade and stones being
destroyed together; gold and copper being indistinguishable from
one another.”105, 106
From the middle of the Ming Dynasty to the end of the Qing Dynasty, Buddhism
in China entered its fourth half-millennium and retreated into the forested mountains,
towards a more ritual-oriented practice.
In an attempt to revive monastic discipline, the Vinaya School was founded in
addition to the Chan (meditation), Jiang (lecturing), and Jiao (lit. “teaching”) schools.
However, as they were conservative in their interpretation of the Dharma, most monastics
simply led a parasitic lifestyle relying on monasteries as a means of support, causing them
to be seen as disreputable laggards in society who congregated in droves.107
Between the Late Qing Dynasty and the early years of the Republic of China, the
practice of “retreating into the forested mountains” and “ritual-orientedness” in Buddhism
led to the persecution of Buddhism in which monasterial property was confiscated and
converted into schools. As Master Yinguang witnessed during this period:
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Up to the time of the Xianfeng and Tongzhi reigns, because there
were repeated famines and military conflicts, fewer and fewer wise
men survived. The country did not have the will nor the resources
to promote or regulate Buddhism, while the mediocre accepted
disciples without due consideration. Many vile rascals infiltrated
Buddhism leading to its total collapse. On seeing such monastics
acting badly amidst the people, those who have not read the
sūtras or met someone knowledgeable believed that all monastics
were the same. From then on, many agreed that Buddhism was
useless to the country and harmful to the world; they therefore
saw confiscating monasterial properties and converting them into
schools as their foremost duty.108
Therefore, many like Master Taixu responded with “Buddhism for Human Life/
Humanistic Buddhism” as an antidote to this corruption.
During the late Qing Dynasty and the early Republican periods, the quality of
monks had been deteriorating. Ignorant people and the reviled had infiltrated Buddhism
in order to gain a livelihood, thereby causing the noticeable decline of Buddhism. As
the saying goes: “Resurgence is founded upon competent people.” In Buddhism at this
time, such people would be disparaged and taken advantage of. During this imminent
crisis, it appeared that the very survival of Buddhism in China was at stake; the Master
Taixu advocated: “Buddhism for Human Life/Humanistic Buddhism” as an antidote,
which was indeed the right way to deal with the question of “traditional Buddhism” at this
juncture. Master Taixu started with monastic education, paying attention to the training
of competent people.
Since the start of the Republican era, and especially in the 1960s after the retrocession
of Taiwan, Buddhism underwent a movement to remove elements of folk religion that had
intermingled in Buddhist monasteries. The result was that these monasteries tended toward
purely Buddhist elements. As there were almost no other monasteries in Taiwan like those
found in the Mainland, with the exception of Kaiyuan Temple, post-Qing Taiwanese
Buddhism was traditionally a mix between Buddhism and Daoism, with Zhaijiao being
greatly popular. Compiled in the 59th year of Emperor Kangxi’s reign, the Taiwan County
Gazetteer: Social Customs109 records:
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Most people are Buddhist. [They] invite monastics and Daoist
priests [to] set up sacrificial [altars], chant sūtras for several days,
strike bells and [do the ritual of] breaking open the gates of hell,
in the name of making merit for the deceased.110, 111
Here we can see that Buddhist monastics often conducted Buddhist rituals and
prayers for the deceased on behalf of their bereaved families. Published during the period
that was marked by the turn of late Qing and Japanese rule of Taiwan, the Miscellaneous
Records of Anping County112 informs us:
The monastics in Taiwan mostly come from the Mainland, of
which very few keep a vegetarian diet and uphold the vinaya.
Of those who have renounced, they half loaf around and are
extremely meaningless folk—[renouncing] for the sake of their
three meals and not wholeheartedly. The renounced do not
marry or eat meat, [but] monastics in Taiwan do both. Such is
their behavior, from which we can tell from their conduct…
We can probably categorize monastics in Taiwan into those
who are vegetarian or non-vegetarian. [Distinguished by the]
Buddhist activities [they undertake], they can be separated into
either meditators or ritual specialists. Those who meditate cannot
engage in ritual, while those who do rituals cannot meditate—
this is because the melodies they use are different. The meditators
only recite Buddhist liturgies and repentances, and, strike the bell
and drum. The ritual specialists are boisterous and are commonly
used in funerals for the general populace.113, 114
From the above text, we can tell that monastics in Taiwan from the time of the Qing
Dynasty were traditionally either conducting prayers for the dead or reciting Buddhist
liturgies and repentances while striking the bell and drum.
During Japanese rule, Buddhism was also advanced by students who studied in
Japan or others who were influenced by Japanese Buddhism. However, this influence also
had the effect of gradually turning Buddhism in Taiwan secular as it adopted Japanese
monastic practices. Post-war Buddhist reformation in Taiwan, especially with the major
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influx of Buddhists from the Mainland after 1949, contributed towards removing the
“traditions” of a ritual-oriented Buddhism, which had started during the Qing Dynasty,
while also removing the Japanese-influenced practices of meat-eating and marriage for
monastics. The Buddhists in Mainland China also adopted the consensus of a “Humanistic
Buddhism (or Buddhism for Human Life)” established in Mainland China during the Late
Qing and Republican periods. With that, they cleared away a ritual-oriented “Buddhism
of gods and ghosts,” thereby helping Buddhism return to its root of being “humanistic.”
Furthermore, it did away with a secularized Buddhism in which monastics ate meat and
married. This aided monastics in “turning from the secular to the sacred,” returning to
fundamental Buddhist traditions.
After its retrocession, Humanistic Buddhism become the shared consensus of
understanding in the Taiwanese Buddhist community; this was a well-suited project for
its time, which was in accordance to both people’s understanding of the truth and their
aptitudes. Venerable Master Hsing Yun, who had just arrived in Taiwan during this period,
recognized this, and mentioned in his article “Life Requires Buddhism”:115
After the Buddha realized the universal truth of life and attained
the highest ideal state, he was motivated by great compassion,
and could neither bear to see all sentient beings wandering in
saṃsāra nor their struggles in the cycle of materialistic desire.
He thus applied medicine suited to the disease, taught and
transformed in accordance with causes and conditions, and spoke
the Dharma appropriate to the spiritual capacities of the audience.
The Buddha’s motivation and purpose of teaching the Dharma
was simply to cure these serious diseases of life. Buddha’s birth,
enlightenment, and teaching of the Dharma all took place in this
world; nothing he did is separated from this world…116
It is because the Buddha came to this world that Humanistic Buddhism exists
today. Its emphasis is on the three aspects of: “Applying medicine suited to the disease,
receiving and transforming in accordance with causes and conditions, and speaking the
Dharma appropriate to the spiritual capacities of the audience.” This is the modernization
project that Buddhism has undertaken in response to the needs of sentient beings during
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contemporary times.
Conclusion
In its two-thousand-year history in China, Buddhism has had its share of ups and
downs. For example, from being akin to divination or techniques to achieve immortality,
from Geyi Buddhism, being exegetical in nature, ritual-oriented Buddhism, retreating into
the forests and mountains, to then becoming humanistic in nature. Eminent monastics
during every period have attempted to construct a type of Buddhism that was in accord
with both the truth and with people’s aptitudes. As such, Humanistic Buddhist philosophy,
which has firmly taken root in contemporary Taiwanese Buddhism, is based on the
following two aspects: for monastics, it is “to treat precepts as their teacher” and to
“eliminate the focus on Buddhist rituals of repentance.” For the laity, it is to “practice
Buddhism in daily life”, “to make Buddhism part of life”, and “to create dynamism for
Buddhist principles.” Today’s Humanistic Buddhism revolves around holistic application
and has at its core the Chan philosophy: “The way and its application are in the general
affairs of daily life,” i.e. Humanistic Buddhism posits that in daily life, everyone and
everything we interact with is part of the “path.”
Humanistic Buddhism should rid itself of the “traditional corrupt practices” that
existed in Buddhism from the late Ming and early Qing dynasties, such as the Buddhist
rituals of repentance [for the dead]. Instead it should return to the “excellent traditions,”
such as the cultural, educational, and philanthropic work related to caring for the living. In
doing so, Humanistic Buddhism integrates “traditional Buddhism,” retaining its essence
and becoming all-encompassing, thereby becoming “all-embracing,” and has much to
show for its achievements.
We can further say that Humanistic Buddhism is the project of modernizing
Buddhism. At a theoretical level, it is the contemporary interpretation of traditional
Buddhism and its understandings. In practice, through contemplation and observation, it
is an adaptation made suitable for all facets of modern life. In other words, the relationship
between Humanistic and traditional Buddhism is one of harmonious integration—that is:
“I am in you, and you are in me.” Into the future, Humanistic Buddhism will inevitably
respond to the trends and pulses of the times, and by embodying the fundamental Buddhist
principles of “relying on the Dharma and not the individual,” “relying on the meaning and
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not the spoken words,” and “relying on the ultimate truth instead of the conventional
one,” it will realize the project of modernizing Buddhism.
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